
How to adjust a 
rotor sprinkler 

 

 

• Usually the adjustments are best made 

while the sprinkler is running. 

• First Determine whether the rotor is a left 

to right adjustment or a right to left 

adjustment. 

• Left to right adjustment means that the 

rotors starting point is on the left side, ( if 

you were to stand behind the coverage area )  

and the Rotor moves from this point to the 

right, it’s finish point.  Right to left is opposite. 

• Rotors have a start and finish point, they 

turn one direction until they hit the start or 

finish point then they return. The Rotor is constantly spraying and 

moves between the start and finish point applying water. 

• There are two adjustment holes on the top of most rotors. One is for 

arc adjustment ( also holds in the nozzle )and the other is for the 

angle adjustment. ( The angle adjustment, adjusts the area to be 

covered ) 

• Pull up the stem and hold it with your left hand. ( A special key may 

be required ) 

• With your right hand turn the rotating head to the starting point. 

• Now use the ratchet feature by turning the stem with your left 

hand to aim the starting point to where you want the sprinkler to 

start. 

• Put the key  in the angle slot. Turn it clockwise to increase the 

coverage angle and counterclockwise to decrease the coverage 

angle. Turn until the rotating head is at your desired finishing 

point. 

• Still holding the stem with your left hand rotate the head back and 

forth with your right hand to make sure that proper coverage is 

made. ( Be Careful not to force the head…be gentle and use Fingertip 

adjustments only! remember they go from the start point in one 

direction until they hit the finish point, then they return in the 

other direction.)  Make further small adjustments if required. 


